Projects > Mickey Mouse Bulletin Board

This was one of the Disney® projects featured in our brochure for the PE-180D. It’s a quick and easy project and you can just about make it without sewing so even your youngest friends can participate!

Materials and Supplies

- **Pacesetter ULT2003D** or **PE-180D**
- 7 different fabrics suitable for embroidering Disney® characters on (cut into 8-1/2 " squares)
- Contrasting print for unembroidered stars (cut into 6" squares)
- Background fabric for board and frame (1-1/2 yards)
- **Brother Iron-On Stabilizer**
- **Brother Embroidery Thread**
- Fabric marker
- Glue or tape
- Corkboard or Styrofoam for Bulletin Board
- Cardboard for star shapes

Instructions

1. Print out the templates for the various star sizes (see below).

2. Trace out the shapes on the cardboard and cut out.

3. Choosing from any of the Disney® designs that are built into your particular machine model, embroider a variety of designs on the fabrics. Make sure that you mark the centers of the fabric for accurate design placement. Remember to put a piece of iron-on stabilizer beneath the fabric as well. Some people even like to slip a second piece beneath the frame once it is attached to the machine for extra stability.

4. Once you have completed the embroidery cut the fabric to match the star shape being sure to leave enough fabric to wrap around to the underside of the star. Use your glue or tape to secure it.

5. Using the same technique as above wrap the corkboard or Styrofoam with the background fabric and secure to the underside.

6. Lay the bulletin board down on a flat surface and place the stars around the edge of the board in a pleasing pattern. Glue in place.
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Downloads

Small Star Size
Medium Star Size
Large Star Size

Please Note: In order to view these files, you will need to have Adobe Acrobat Reader installed on your PC. If you do not currently have this software, you may click here to download it.